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Abstract—This study aims to disclose the development process and describe the characteristics of mathematics learning tools using an open-ended approach in improving mathematical communication skills and learning independence of learners in seventh grade that meet valid, practical, and effective criteria. This study is a research and development. The product that will be produced in this research is learning tools in the form of Lesson Plan and Student Worksheet using open-ended approach. The development model used in this research will be the development model adapted from the Plomp model. The ability of communication is an important competency that must be have by students, because besides being able to reason and solve problems, students must be able to communicate their abilities both in oral and written form. Mathematical communication skills as an important part of mathematics have not been achieved optimally in reality. This can be seen from the results of the initial test of mathematical communication skills in the three schools that were observed with an overall average score of 47 from the maximum value of 100. In addition, independence in learning can be carried out with full responsibility and it's also important. Independent learning can increase self-confidence students, so they can reach their success in the future. Based on various surveys, it's able to show that students in Indonesia have low competence in mathematics and mathematics is still less interested for students. Besides being complicated, mathematical learning is gained by students from limited sources. This happened one of them because of low independence in learning. One solution to overcome problem in communication ability and independence in learning is to provide learning tools. The learning tools to be developed is based open-ended approach, because open-ended approach have openness criteria that can develop their communication activities and also increase independence to find other creative ways.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In fact the quality of education output of Indonesia is still low when compared with the quality of educational output in other countries, it’s causing big disappointment. Especially in today's global era, intense competition can’t leave little room for us to improve the quality of our education. Therefore, progress for progress will inevitably have to be done. Mathematical education took one role in this progress. The purpose of learning mathematics one of them is to master the ability of mathematical communication.

Mathematical communication is defined as an event or interrelationships that occur in the classroom environment, where there is a transfer of messages in the form of mathematical materials such as concepts, formulas, or strategies to solve a problem [11]. The ability of mathematical communication according to National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) are: (a) Communication is an important part of mathematics and mathematics education; (b) Communication can support students learning new mathematical concepts when they encounter a situation, drawing, using objects, giving verbal statements and explaining, using diagrams, writing, and using mathematical symbols; (c) Students should be given guidance in written communication, ranging from the ability to write, draw, write words and sentences [9]. This study involves three very important intellectual skills and each one related to each other, namely: (1) Ability to express real objects, images, and diagrams in mathematical ideas or mathematical symbols; (2) Ability to explain ideas, situations and mathematical relationships in writing; (3) The ability to express everyday events in language or mathematical symbols.

Mathematical communication skills as an important part of mathematics have not been achieved optimally in reality. This can be seen from the results of the initial tests of mathematical communication skills tested on February 19 to March 1, 2018 in three schools in Padang, this test refers to all three indicators with an overall average score of 47 from the maximum value of 100. Among the three indicators, students experience problems in each indicator tested.

Revision for the sake of government revision so that the developed curriculum can support more optimal learning. This turned out to cause some negative impacts in the field. Teachers cannot begin to take turns for a change in the short term, so student reference books are limited. Students with low learning independence instead rely solely on the help of their teachers without seeking other references for learning. A complicated textbook with a high level of understanding
becomes a minus value for students interested in learning. So an interesting and easy device is highly expected for meaningful learning process. In this case, researchers do the development of the device to be a solution to the above problems.

Referring to the above, learning tools are things that educators must prepare before implementing the lesson. Learning tool is a tool or equipment to implement a process that allows educators and learners to do learning activities [12]. Learning devices become guidance for educators in implementing learning either class, laboratory or outside the classroom. Learning tool is a prerequisite for the interaction of optimal learning and teaching. Learning tools also become one of the benchmarks of the success of an educator. Learning tool that will be developed in this research is Lesson Plan and Student Worksheet.

In this study, the device will be developed based on an open-ended approach. Open-ended approach is an approach with the nature of openness, so it can more freely develop student communication skills. One of the ever evolving models to evaluate the mathematical communication skills of learners is the Open-Ended Tasks model [3]. In the model there is an open-ended question that gives students the flexibility to answer correctly with possible reasons or different ways of answering. During 1970s and 1980s, open-ended approach had emerged as a method to reform mathematics teaching of Japanese classrooms and has been spreading around the world. In the 1990s lesson study, a Japanese style of professional development, become known to other countries [5].

The type of problem used in learning using the open-ended approach is not routine and open issues. Open issues are grouped into three types: (a) Open processes, meaning problems have many paths to completion; (b) An open answer, meaning that the problem has many correct answers; (c) The way to develop open solved problems means that when learners solve their problems they can develop problems into new problems and can change the conditions of open issues [2]. There are three criteria of open-ended questions that must be considered is the need to be rich with valuable mathematical concepts, the level of questions or levels of mathematics of the problem should be suitable for learners, the question should invite the development of more mathematical concepts continue[6]. The context of learning mathematics using an open-ended approach is (a) Orientation, in the form of motivation; (b) Presenting open issues; (c) Resolving open issues individually; (d) discussion groups for open issues; (e) Presentation of results of group discussions; (f) Concluding remarks, in the form of drawing conclusions or summaries for varied concepts or ideas [8].

One of the important capabilities to develop high-level education is to learn independently. As mentioned above, one of the barriers to the lack of student reference in learning is the student's interest in learning is low, this is due to independence in learning is low too. Garrison [7] says learning independence is an approach whereby learners are motivated to take responsibility and collaborate on self-control and self-management, which is a process of building and confirming the results meaningful and useful learning. Hockings, et al [4]. Describes the independence of learning as: (1) Taking responsibility for self-study; (2) Selecting and setting your own goals; (3) Deciding what, and when and how to learn; (4) Monitor its own progress; (5) Developing the ability to find and evaluate critically; (6) Evaluate and reflect on what has been learned.

The purpose of this study was to describe the development process and describe the characteristics of mathematics learning devices using an open-ended approach in improving the mathematical communication skills and learning independence of students in seventh grade that meet the criteria of valid, practical, and effective. While the difference between this research and previous research is the research on developing a device that uses the latest curriculum, namely the revised 2017 curriculum 2013. The developed Student Worksheet also contains open-ended questions based on daily life, as well as a combination of colors and images that are tailored to the tendency of student seventh grade. Student Worksheet is also equipped with motivations and self-reflection sheets for habituation of student learning independence activities.

II. METHODS

The type of research conducted is research development (research and development). Educational and development research is a process used to develop and validate educational products [1]. The product that will be produced in this research is learning tools in the form of Lesson Plan and Student Worksheet using open-ended approach.

Subject in this research is student seven grade in the City of Padang. The type of data in this study consists of two, primary data obtained from observations, interviews, initial tests, and questionnaires. Second, secondary data obtained from reference books and journals.

The development model used in this research will be a development model adapted from the Plomp model. This model consists of three phases: preliminary research, development or prototyping phase, and assessment phase. Formative evaluation carried out using the steps formative evaluation put forward by Tessmer. The formative evaluation steps are illustrated as in Figure 1 [10].
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Fig. 1 Formative evaluation steps
III. CONCLUSION

Tools or Instrument for teaching using Open-Ended approach will be developed in this research met the criteria of validity, practicality, and effective.
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